Mnav
Nav on mobile
About Mnav
Have you ever come across a situation where you needed to view your daily
Sales Reports, Outstanding Reports, Inventory Reports or any other report
urgently, but couldn’t because you did not have a laptop or a desktop pc
handy? OR, have your Salesperson come across situations where they have
had to call up the Warehouse multiple times just to find out the inventory
levels?
Well, if you have or think you may have to encounter such situations in the
future then Mnav is your GOTO solution. Leaping Frog Solution’s Mnav is a
mobile application that brings an array of Microsoft’s Dynamics NAV
functionalities on your palms.

Mnav Highlights


Navision on the RUN: Access your NAV database from anywhere in the
world using your smart phone.



Reports: No FTP Server or costly software required. Reports come directly
into your inbox and can be opened through the PDF viewer.



Multiple Company Support: Mnav supports multiple companies



Easily Customizable: Mnav has been designed so as to allow for
customizations to be integrated seamlessly.



Platforms: Works on Windows Mobile, iPhone, Android phones and
Blackberry phones.



System Requirements: Just a good internet connectivity that’s all!
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LFS is a software solution provider company based in Mumbai, India. We focus on delivering
ERP Solutions such as Microsoft Dynamics NAV, Microsoft Dynamics AX and also provide
Microsoft Dynamics CRM Solutions. We have a strong competency in providing Business
Intelligence Reporting, Integration with external software, add-ons, Corporate Trainings, etc.
With a strong and experienced team of Microsoft Certified Dynamics and .Net technology
professionals we can deliver projects of any magnitude within the delivery and quality
requirements of the client anywhere in the world

